
THE ALL-NEW BT6-46 GULF 
IN POLE POSITION !

The BRM expertise

The Gulf line is expanding with the launch of the ultra-technical BT6, a new take on a 
flagship model of the BRM Chronographes collection.

Bernard Richards was admiring a moto GP engine when he decided to apply 
its unique fastening method to his new watch. With the BT6-46 Gulf, BRM 
defies the rules of modern watch-making once again.

“Why would we want to go through the bezel and reach all the way down to the 
bottom of the case with king-size BTR? To build a much lighter and much more 
original timepiece featuring our distinct racing touch.”

Bernard Richards.

Official Gulf Licensed product
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The spirit of motorsports

Through its partnership with Gulf, the legendary oil company involved in motorsports since the 1960s, BRM has just 
created the BT6-46 as the ultimate wristwatch for motorsports fans and enthusiasts as well as collectors seeking rare 
and genuine timepieces.

This one-of-a-kind model will be introduced at BASELWORLD 2014, the most important event in the world of jewelry 
and luxury watches, held in Basel, Switzerland, from March 27 through April 3. The BT6-46 Gulf will be released as a 
limited edition and only 100 numbered timepieces will be issued. It is already available for pre-order, and if it meets the 
same success as the V12-44 Gulf, there is no time to lose. 

BT6-46-Gulf Model

Automatic 
 46mm Diameter
3 years warranty
Titanium case
Ultra slim 18/8 stainless steel lugs and crown
Extra hard black PVD case 
Up to 100m water resistance
Double face crystal made of scratchproof 
sapphire
Super light hands
Ultra slim stainless steel specific screws

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE AUTOMATIC 2824-2 MOVEMENT
Round calibre
Automatic rewinding
28800 alternations per hour
25 jewels, power reserve 38 hours
4,60mm thick
button for stopping seconds

recommended retail price 3400€
Available from April 2014 at our sales outlets

BT6-46-Gulf


